
Allow me to set the scene.  
We are barreling down a two-lane road in rented cargo van in Shelburne, Vermont. We have ten
minutes to make it to the rural golf course that Ian Cooper’s grandmother and he frequented
when he was a child.  He desperately needs this golf pencil he remembers, and has described in
loving detail to me on many such cargo van excursions.  It is stubby like a penis and green like a
golf course.  Unsharpened, it has lead peaking out on both ends. It has no eraser, so you cannot
make a mistake, or you must cross out what came before to write what comes next.
We slide into the golf course parking lot.  Ian is chewing his own face off, via his beard hairs, as
he maneuvers the van to a stop.  He ejects the door hinges, scrambles off towards the tiny shack
that serves as an office --and after a few minutes of what must be a franticly long-winded
explanation of why exactly this grown man desperately needs a golf pencil 5 minutes before
closing-time -- he runs out waving a tiny green stick.  Saved!  Crisis averted.
Cooper needs the pencil for specificity, for measurement and for reference. It’s a transportational
device that allows him to burrow into obsessive detail. He will take that pencil and through a
sequence of revelations and material connections he will find out it why it has haunted his
imagination for 30 years. His mind festers on memories or experiences of objects that have a
function, but carry within them the potential for menace, malfunction, or catastrophe.  His
sculptures are presented with exacting specifications of how they must exist in perpetuity, yet
imply that they might perform an additional action and also suggest actions have been performed
upon them. Singular objects such as pieces of paper, magazine centerfolds, toilet paper and tape
become full-blown set pieces, where narrative unfolds like the hinges that Cooper so often fuses
his work with.
In the cosmology of his sculptural landscape, he must wield full control over the site.  He is
simultaneously a set director, a stagehand and the viewfinder of a camera, framing a tableau with
removable walls and absolute exposure.  This “exploded view” allows him to make a golf course
(with its artifice of traps, holes and balls that must clubbed, bludgeoned and penetrated in a
preset sequence) analogous to both a film set and early adolescent trauma, where rules must be
followed to a tee, and where every detail crystallizes in cinematic stasis.  Cooper will often refer to
the mindset of an adolescent as that of the main character in a movie: the suspended belief that
nothing comes before or after you.  You are the absolute center of the world’s focus.  His work is
like the bathroom mirror before a teenager on acid, eternally crawling inside the swollen pores on
their own face, until the pores themselves become the totality of lived experience.
In any successful narrative arc, there must be an inciting moment (a climax), yet the drama is not
compelling without foreknowledge of what came before (what built up to the climax) and allusion
to what will unfold (be resolved) after.  For Cooper’s solo exhibition Saved, three discrete (and
borderline minimal) sculptures interlock so convincingly that they imply an immersive installation
where details elliptically flip back in on themselves.
In a diptych titled Saved (Par Three), two plywood panels lean against the wall.  One is grey and
the other white -- they both have identical hinge knuckles, facing in towards one another (in the
lexicon of hinge hardware, the hinge is comprised of two sets of knuckles and pin that pierces
them). Cooper’s decision to locate the knuckles so they cannot conjoin implies either these
panels are a mismatched pair, or that they are the front and back of the same panel, which seems
reasonable when contrasting the transgressions have occurred upon them. The left panel has
three hinged and hexagonal puncture wounds; the right panel has three pieces of comically
rendered pieces of wood masquerading as masking tape over a color evoking either swelling or
bruising.  The “puncture” and the “repair” are in matching locations, if the panel was to be flipped.
However, the punctures’ hinges allow the wound to go both ways, and the shape of “broken”
material forms an arrow (pointing the direction of the violation).  The wound’s arrows are peach-
colored, eerily reminiscent of the tragically named “Flesh” Crayon.  The panels are arranged left
to right, in order of sequential event (tear and repair), like sentences on a page.  If they are the
front and back of the same object, then they must part of a narrative that unfolds over time.
How two pieces of plywood with minimal but suggestive interventions, could be so exhaustive is
almost beyond me.  What about (Par Three) from the title, you may be asking yourself? And
where is the pin that makes a hinge function properly?
The return of the aforementioned golf pencil in another sculpture, Total Misunderstanding, offers
quite the reveal:  its hexagonal shape and blown-up scale match the puncture wounds perfectly.
 The source pencil (laquered putting-green Green) has been replaced with “Malibu Peach”, a
color that recurs throughout Cooper’s work (and again, matches the puncture wounds of Saved).
This pencil sticks out of the wall like an erect dick, yet the flipped tip pricks into the wall.  The
black of its lead is a rubber stopper poking out of its backside, a peculiar place for a plug. The



color of the lead matches two sewn-leather leaves that the sharpened pencil’s tip pins to the wall.
 The leaves, rendered cartoonishly, are appropriately derived from the Mets’ Home Run Apple
mascot, dislodged from another of Cooper’s childhood memories.  They form like scissors over
some missing and forbidden fruit (incidentally, the flat part of a hinge is called a leaf). Oddly, the
pencil is both violating and violated, both ends activated by implied action, eternally unfulfilled.
The most minimal and mysterious piece in the exhibition is Untitled (Arena).  Its elements are
merely plywood representations of four pieces of torn masking tape bulging like band-aids where
they pin four black corners to the wall.  The work can be installed to fit the wall upon which it
resides.  It functions as a “quotational framing device” rendering the absence of presentation or
content as its subject. It both instigates desire and satisfies in the same gesture. Whatever has
been, was there, did exist -- alludes us.  The piece is an excavation:  the content is the violation
itself, absconded to an unknown location.  
As a framing device, it is a lens with which to view Cooper’s larger concern with how to connect
the dots between his myriad references. Hardware becomes a metaphor for bodily functions,
interdependence and intimacy.  Cartoonish scale is based in childhood magnification of a
circumscribed experience, expressed through total delight or absolute horror.  The palpable
tactility of materials becomes a recreation of worldly navigation told through former feelings. The
analogy of film is perpetually relevant to Cooper:  a massive preparation and production
advances a captured and fleeting moment of clarity.
Perhaps that’s where the title Saved comes into play:  amongst its connotations is to keep
something safe or to rescue someone.  To save something is to hold on to it dearly, to preserve it.
In a religious sense it is a revelation.  But it also carries with it a private greed, a romantic need,
and a preciousness that persists over time.  You do not save something for later if you have not
tasted its experience, lingered upon it, and wanted to have it again later.
 
 
 


